Abstract
Network information theory is a promising and attractive research area in information science and engineering. During the past 40 years, there has been a lot of works on network information theory, which investigated the performance limits of several simple but typical multi-user communication systems. These results greatly impacted the design and optimization of modern communication systems, such as cellular networks and wireless relay networks. Recent advances on network information flow and network coding presented a unified framework for communication networks with general topologies. By studying network coding, information theorists came to know that the joint information processing among various information flows is feasible, and more importantly, can bring significant performance gains. The essential differences between the information networks and commodity networks are also demonstrated.

In this talk, we will describe recent achievements on wireless network information theory and network coding. A novel network model referred to as wireless switching network is proposed based on the observation and abstraction of several communication systems. In such networks, each user has its knowledge on the packets sent by itself, which is referred to as self-information. With self-information, not only network coding but also interference cancellation can be adopted. In our work, an interference cancellation method proposed by Shannon in 1961 is re-discovered and extended to the multi-hop scenario. We also study the impact of fading on wireless network coding. A novel cross-layer coding scheme, which we refer to as joint physical-network coding, is proposed to achieve the maximum capacity region. By demonstrating the essential relationship between the network layer status and the information processing scheme in the physical layer, our work starts a first step toward the cross-layer framework of network information theory. Some theoretical results on using network coding to enhance the security of wireless networks will also be presented.
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